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Abstract: This paper presented an empirical study of the performance of soft real time multimedia
timer in mechatronics application. Most mechatronics systems need periodic functionality and high
precision timing capability. Normal operating system timer has low priority and can experience delays,
wlpredictable timing period cUld has low timing precision. In this paper, the behavior and characteristic
of Windows OS multimedia timer is studied and compared with the normal Windows OS timer. Both
timers behavior due to three types of loads were observed and studied. The observation shows that the
performance of the Multimedia timer is far superior in terms of predictability and timing precision as
compared to normal timer. An application of the multi media timer in a hardware-in-Ole-Ioop
mechatronics vehicle simulation system is also discussed at Ole end of this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

Mechatronic systems contain elements of control and information processing which are composed of
many actuators and sensors. Control of mechatronic systems requires reading data from their feedback
device such as sensors, calculating signals data based on the sensor data, and then sending these control
signals to the corresponding actuators. The sensor data sampling rate and calculations must be very fast
and highly accurate in order to maintain the stability of the system. In this contexl, application ofa real
time system and the selection of timer to performing such control and data acquisition tasks from PC
are very appealing because of tJleir high-speed processing.

In this paper, a description of the behavior and characteristic of Windows OS ;uultimedia timer and
nQrmal Windows OS timer using MS Visual BASIC® are presented. The application oftimer in the
real-time software for mechatronic systems is also discussed in this paper.

Real-time System

Real-time is an often misunderstood and misapplied. There arc many interpretations of the exact nature
ofa real-time system. The Oxford Dictionary of Computing defines a real-time system as any ~'Ystern in
which the time at which output is produced is significant. This usually because thi~ input corresponds to
some movement in physical world and the output has related to that same movement. The Jag from
input time to output time JIlust be sufficientJy small for acceptable timeliness [1]. Young defines a real
time system to be a system which has to response to externaJly-generated input ~;timuli within a finite
alld specified period [2].

From the above definitions, a real-time system covers a very wide range of corl1puter activities. The
system doesn't just fUn software to plOllgh through the process; it needs to do it in a timely manner. So,
real-time systems care about timeless. The correctness of a n:al-time system depends not only on the
logical results of tIle computation, but also on the lime at which the results are pr,)duced [3].

Practitioners in the field of real-time computer system design often distinguish between hard and soft
real-time systems. Hard real-time systems are those systems where it is absolutely imperative that
responses occur wi thin the speci lied deadli ne [11. A hard real-time constraint in the system in one for
which tJlere is no value to a computation if it is late and the effects of the late may cause the system
failed. Hard real-time systems are safety critical where life or serious damage is at risk if the deadlines
are not met. Examples of hard real-time systems are aircraft flv~by-wlfe systems, '/ehicle bra.ke-by-wire
systems, and air traffic control systems. Tn other words. a hard real-time system is one where all
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acuvItles must be completed on time. Soft real-time systems a.re those where response times are
important but the system will still flillction correctly if deadlines are occasionally missed. 11 can tolerate
some latency, and the system is not considered failed when the system doesn't meet each and every
desired response time. Examples of soft real-time systems are telephone exchang~:s and some
interactive graphical user interfaces II J.

Timers

The most important feature in control and data acquisitions in mechatronic application is the precision
of the timer. There are two type of timers supported in MS Windows® 151:

Timer with a generic API function (normal Windows OS timer): The standard timer supplied with MS
Windows® is great for most tasks, but the frequency it updates at isn't acceptable for high-performance
multimedia. The normal Windows timer is based on the standard Win32 timer, and this is not intended
for time critical tasks. The basic minimum resolution of this timer is no better than abollt SOms on a
Pentium II system running Win9x, although it is somewhat better on NT/2000/XP, at around lOms.
The Interval property has a few limitations to consider when you're programming a normal Windows
timer:

• If another application is making heavy demands on the system, such as long loops, intensive
calculations, or drive, network, or port access, the application may not get timer events as often as
the interval property specifies.

• The interval can be between 0 and 64,767, inclusive, which means that even the longest interval
can't be much longer than one minute (about 64.8 seconds).

• The interval is not guaranteed to elapse exactly on time. To ensure accuracy, the rimer should
check the system clock when it needs to, rather than try to keep track of accumulated time
internally.

• The system generates 18 clock ticks per second, so even though the interval property is measured
in mi lliseconds, the true precision of an interval is no more than one-eighteenth of a ~econd.

Windows OS Multimedia Timer (Hires Timer): Multimedia timers are implemented using the Win32
multimedia library (winmm.dll) that works in Kernel Mode. Multimedia timer services allow
applications to schedule timer events with the greatest resolution (or accuracy) pos~;ible for the
hardware platform. These multimedia timer services allow you to schedule timer event~; at a higher
resolution than other timer services. These timer services are useful for applications that demand high
resolution timing and runs in its own thread. For example, a MIDI sequencer requires a high-resolution
timer because it must maintain the pace of MIDI events within a resolution of 1 millisecond.

Software Architecture for Mechatronic Application

Mechatronic is the technology of creating advanced functions such as motion control, through the
integration of control, computer software and hardware, electronics and machines. Due to the fact that
there are physical processes under conu'ol, software for mechatronic application is differs from general
purpose software in functionality, performance and high precision timing capability. The foremost
responsibility of mechatronic software is to support the execution of control algorithms as well as other
related rrmctions. The software with the hardware must support both logical and temporal
determinisms. These systems are essentially a real-time systcm where a missed deadline may impact
the system performance, stability and may lead to total system failure 14J.

For any computer operating system, especially in general purpose computer operating sy:;tem such as
Windows NT, there is always a slight time delay between the moment an interrupt or timer-based task
execution is requested and its actual run. The latencies will cause tlle s3mpling period of tile process to
vary from the intended one. For example, referring to figure 1, when thc task (e.g. data acquisition of
sensor) is requested to be executed at a sanlpling period of T" the latency time T; wlll cause the
execution of the task at an apparent period of Te [1]. If the maximum value of T; is too large, it might
jeopardize the task.

Therefore, a soft real-time Windows OS multimedia timer plays an important role to reproduce real
time software that required to the ensure systems functionality, performance and high precision timing.
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CONCLUSION

Windows as multimedia timer (Hires timer) has priority and can experience short delay~:, predictable
timing period and has high timing precjsion. The needed of the Hires timer have made mechatronics
systems become more powerful :-Inc! accurate.
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